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Why Global IIE?
Global IIE is an educational training institute that also guides
students for online tuition classes (Chemistry, Physics,
Mathematics,
and
Biology-Regular
classes/IITJEE(AIEEE)/Medical(NEETAIPMT)/Gate/CET/NTSE/Olympiad/KVPY
/PRMO/CSIR-NET/State exams) under under one canopy from Std
VIII-XII, Engineering and above. Our brilliant team (mostly
Ph.D/M.Sc/M.Tech from IIT’s and reputed Universities are there to
assist and support students in a limited group, with minimum
tuition fee. In addition to the above subjects, we do undertake the
following subjects for grade 11-12 according to new syllabus:
Entrepreneurship; Business studies; Computer Science;
Economics; Accountancy etc; Additionally we do have Hindi,
English tuition as well.
Global IIE brings a unique and effective way of delivering
theoretical and practical knowledge. Personal attention from
proven faculty, along with video based learning will help students
in understanding fundamental concepts and prepare them for

competitive examination (through exhaustive practice with hard
problems).
Using interactive platform, students can ask questions and seek
clarifications. Mentors from GIIE will chip in as teaching assistants
for regular problem-solving exercises after each and every chapter
as preparation for competitive examinations.
The Directors have Ph.D’s from IIT/IICT; Post doc- USA and
Germany; MBA-IIMK; conversant with various certification courses
from Harvard Business School, Global Leadership and
management development group, the George Washington
University, Franklin Covey gr etc. Exp: >18 yrs in industry as well as
academics.
What Make Us Unique?
 Professors and teachers are qualified from IIT’s, and other
reputed Universities; experienced with broader applied
knowledge and understanding of student’s psychology.
 Major emphasis on conceptual understanding and make
students competitive examinations-ready, problem-solving
exercises and evaluation after every chapter. Gradeddifficulty question banks are used, 25% of the class time is
utilized for tough problems & answers in each subject.
 Live class with no recorded lecture and 2-way interaction
through
applications
(that
run
seamlessly
on
laptop/computer with low bandwidths). Video based
learning for some specific advanced subjects (for repeated
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study). Lectures are recorded for parent’s review.
Performance reporting to parents provided.
Career guidance is provided by eminent professors from
IIM’s, IIT’s as well as foreign experts.
Technical inputs for the students who are interested for
further studies / aboard.
Save on time and energy, as no commuting is involved and
students can attend the class from anywhere. Students can
easily identity the right teacher.
Minimum and affordable tuition fee.

FOR FURTHER DETAILS PLEASE CONTACT: M: +91 9611219071; EMAIL:
CONTACT@GLOBALIIE.COM
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